
Dear  ,

Your subscription to 21st Century Alert has just expired. This couldn’t have happened at a
worse time. The spectacular rebound in the stock market that has followed the September
17th low is running out of steam and we’re within days of seeing a major correction --
perhaps even a retest of this year’s lows.

The great threat to the stock market remains --- the economy.

The U.S. and the world economies are now officially in a recession – in fact according to
the National Bureau of Economic Research, which tracks business cycles made official
saying the day before yesterday the current recession began in March, months before the
terrorist attacks on Sept. 11 or the sharp rise in unemployment that began in late summer.

You’ll remember that we told you we were in a recession back in March, in fact the
headline of our March issue read “RECESSION!”

Anyone betting on a speedy recovery is kidding himself or herself.  Recovering from this
economic mess that we’re in right now -- is going to be more challenging than most of the
“experts” are saying it will be and its not going to happen over night.

To make money in the stock market during the next few months you’ll need to focus on
doing it in a market that has a bearish bias. To help you we’ve added new features to our
21st Century Alert service that makes renewing your subscription imperative.

·           Steve Todd: The #1 Market Timer as tracked by the fiercely
independent Market Timer digest for the past 3 year period, and
the past 5 year period.   Each morning Steve Todd, the #1 market timer in
the country, gives our 21st century Alert subscribers the kind of money making
advice that even the most sophisticated hedge fund managers on Wall Street
would give their eye teeth to get. His track record is undisputable and his results
will make you smile all the way to the bank.

·           Phil Erlanger’s awesome “Squeezeometer” – an amazing
revolutionary gauge that forecasts the ups and downs of the
market with an amazing mathematical certainty. If you’re one of
those people who have been in search of the holy grail of investing -- a way to
exactly predict which way the market is headed -- then look no further. The
Erlanger Squeezeometer is a remarkable breakthrough, and you'll receive this
crucial information every morning.

·           Jim Patterson:  An aggressive trader with phenomenal track
record, Jim has come onboard to give 21st Century Alert
subscribers a way to pick off winning trade after winning trade. 
Using his own proprietary "Reggie"computer timing models, Jim is having a
field-day trading specially selected issues culled from our access to Erlanger
sentiment data.  At any given time, Jim will recommend and track an aggressive
portfolio of trading positions.  No what-ifs, no waffling, no excuses:  just
straightforward trading recommendations with the odds greatly skewed in your
favor.

·           Mark Young: A skilled technical analyst who specializes in making
sense out of chaotic market signals.  Each day you'll get a reading on the



market from Mark, making you much more certain about what's actually
happening in the volatile markets. 

Plus you'll receive daily updates on open positions, market sentiment on the Major Indexes
like the Nasdaq 100 and the S&P 100, and even Web links of interest to important articles
for investors on the Web.

Renew your subscription to 21st Century Alert 
for just $499 save 49% --also receive 

5 bonuses worth $795 FREE!
The normal yearly subscription price for 21st century Alert is $960 but through this  special
renewal offer for just $499. You save 51% and also receive the following special bonus
package… 

·           Bonus #1: A one-year online subscription to 21st Century Investor
– a $99 value FREE!  With the addition of Steven Todd the #1 Market Timer
during the past 3 and 5 years as tracked by the fiercely independent Market
Timer Digest. 21st Century Investor is the single best monthly investment
newsletter on the market.  We called the recession in March 2001 why everyone
else was telling investors the economy would improve.

·           Bonus #2: A one-year online subscription to the Kipplinger
Washington Letter– a $79 value FREE! Published since 1923 the
Kipplinger letter is one of the most reliable gauges of the U.S. Economy ever
published. Published once a week, its one of our favorite sources of news and
research. One issue will convert you into a dedicated reader. This feature bonus
begins on December 1st, 2001.

·           Bonus #3: A FREE copy of our new and very popular book “17
Economic Indicators” – a $48 value! This small but powerful book is a
must read for every investor. As an investor, one of the biggest breakthroughs
you can make that will dramatically improve your investing results is to master
a full and complete understanding of the "official" economic numbers that pour
out of Washington each month. “17 Economic Indicators” gives you all the
knowledge and power in just easy to read 48 pages.

·           Bonus #4: A FREE copy of  “How to Spot a Crooked Stockbroker”
– a $19.95  value!  Make sure you’re never ripped off by a dishonest
stockbroker or discount brokerage firm and learn to identify the 10 Most
Common Stockbroker Scams…and how YOU can avoid them. This magnificent
50-page book is hot off the presses and yours FREE when you renew your
subscription to 21st Century Alert. This book could literally save you thousands
of dollars. Again its an easy fast read that you’ll remember for the rest of your
life.

·             Bonus #5: A one-year subscription to the Asian Technology Alert
– a $550 value FREE! At this very moment Asia is offering U.S.  Investor’s
an amazing opportunity. Between the Asian currency crisis and the current
worldwide recession stock values have plummeted. There are companies in
Asian that are trading at a fraction of what similar companies are trading for in
the United States and Europe. The Asian Technology Alert is a weekly online



newsletter dedicated to ferreting out the best Asian investment opportunities.
You’ll find a steady stream of recommendation and recommended portfolio that
constantly managed and maximized. You’ll also fins a rapid-fire trade section
that producing amazing results - a steady-stream of profits that will amaze you.
Many profits realized in a matter of days!

Renew your subscription today and receive all
5 bonuses worth $795 FREE!

This special discounted “we want you back” offer is our way of showing how much you
mean to us. We just don’t want to lose you as a subscriber. So we’re pulling out all the
stops and not only offering a $960 service for just $499 we’re throwing in an extra $795 in
special bonuses.

To subscribe please call XXX at XXXXX or sign up online (www.   ) and start enjoying
your 21st Century Alert subscription immediately!

Best Wishes

Chuck Aultman
Director of Subscriber Services

P.S. Sign up for two years for just $895 save an extra $103 off this special yearly rate of
$499 and we’ll throw in a Choice Uncirculated MS65 NGC graded U.S. Silver Dollar
worth $90 retail FREE. Act now and we’ll have it to you for Christmas!* 
 

* Any cancellation or refund request will be made less $90 to cover the cost of this wonderful Morgan Silver
Dollar


